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Abstract: To predict the hazard-induced risks of buildings and infrastructures and assess the losses caused by hazards, the fragility curve method is a common quantitative risk assessment procedure for civil structures. It has been popularly used for decades for different hazards including earthquakes, hazardous winds, tsunamis, and fires. However, there are limited reports regarding blast risk assessment of buildings using the fragility curve method. This study developed empirical blast fragility curves for wood residential buildings using the real 2013 West fertilizer plant explosion data. The development processes included five key steps: (1) selecting and calculating the blast hazard intensity measure and the air-blast incident overpressure; (2) selecting the damage states rating systems and classifying the damage state of each damaged building; (3) determining the frequency distribution of damaged buildings for each damage state; (4) proving the cumulative lognormal distribution function to describe the fragility relationship between the blast damage states and the blast hazard intensity measure; and (5) constructing the empirical fragility curves by fitting the building damage information to the selected fragility relationship distribution function. The resulted blast fragility curves of this study can be used by government officials to predict blast-induced damages of residential buildings, to plan the optimal locations and operational capacities of emergency facilities, to estimate total economic losses due to potential explosions, and to plan the social, physical and economic resilience of communities. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)CF.1943-5509.0001414. © 2020 American Society of Civil Engineers.

Introduction

In the twenty-first century, the hazard-induced damages of buildings and infrastructures and the hazard-induced losses of life and property are the major challenges for civil engineers and researchers. Quantitative risk assessment is commonly used to predict the hazard-induced risks of buildings and infrastructures and assess the losses caused by the hazards. Fragility curve method is a popular quantitative risk assessment procedure for civil structures under different hazards, such as earthquakes (Calabrese and Lai 2013; Ghosh et al. 2013; Jeong and El Nashai 2007; Khalaf et al. 2016; Lagaros and Fragiadakis 2007; Mai et al. 2017; Mitropoulou and Papadrakakis 2011; Wang et al. 2018; Zentner et al. 2017), hazardous winds (Ataei and Padgett 2015; Herbin and Barbato 2012; Konthesingha et al. 2015; Maloney et al. 2018; Mishra et al. 2017; Stewart et al. 2016), tsunamis (Macabuga et al. 2018; Rehman and Cho 2018), and fires (Gernay et al. 2016). Fragility curve is defined as the relationship between the intensity of a hazard and the probability of a certain response or damage level of civil structures, which indicates the probability of exceeding a damage threshold as a function of a stressor, such as the peak wind gust speed for hurricanes, for a given structure, condition, and damage level. Fragility curves are often associated with probability distributions such as the normal, lognormal, and uniform distributions, in which the most commonly used one is the lognormal distribution (Jeong and El Nashai 2007; Khalaf et al. 2016). Fragility curves are usually categorized into four types based on the damage data used when generating the curves, which are empirical fragility curves, judgmental fragility curves, analytical fragility curves, and hybrid fragility curves. The empirical, judgmental, analytical, and hybrid fragility curves are derived primarily from observed posthazard surveys, expert opinions, analytical simulations, and the combination of these methods, respectively (Rossetto and El Nashai 2003).
The empirical fragility curves are developed according to statistical analyses of observed damages from past hazards, therefore they are the most practical and reliable ones but highly specific to a particular situation and limited for presenting a specific type of building damages (Rossetto and Elnashai 2003). The first fragility curve for quantitative risk assessment for hazards was developed by Veneziano et al. (1983) for earthquake hazards. Since then, the fragility curve method has been used for decades and extended to other hazards including hazardous winds and flooding.

Seismic (earthquake) risk assessment (SRA) using fragility curve method has been widely used to predict the seismic risk of buildings (Calabrese and Lai 2013; Ghosh et al. 2013; Khalfan et al. 2016; Kunnath 2018; Lagaros and Fragiadakis 2007; Lallemant et al. 2015; Mai et al. 2017; Mitropoulou and Papadrakakis 2011; Noh et al. 2015; Shinozuka et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2018; Zentner et al. 2017). The earthquake fragility curves are usually defined as the conditional probabilities of failure of civil structures or critical components according to the values of a seismic intensity measure, such as the peak ground acceleration (PGA) (Khalfan et al. 2016).

Wind (including hurricanes, cyclones, typhoons, and tornados) risk assessment (WRA) of buildings using the fragility curve method usually utilizes fragility curves to express building damages as a function of wind speed (Stewart et al. 2016). Two types of popular wind fragility curves are empirical wind fragility curves developed by curve fitting using the historical wind damage data or loss records, and analytical wind fragility curves developed by modeling the behavior of a building and its components using engineering and structural reliability models (Ataei and Padgett 2015; Herbin and Barbato 2012; Konthesingha et al. 2015; Maloney et al. 2018; Mishra et al. 2017; Stewart et al. 2016). Quantitative risk assessment of buildings using the fragility curve method has been applied to other hazards as well, such as tsunami and fires (Gernay et al. 2016; Macabugas et al. 2018; Rehman and Cho 2018).

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA 2009, 2011, 2012), an agency of the United States Department of Homeland Security, has adopted the quantitative risk assessment using the fragility curve method in their published analytical tool Hazards United States (HAZUS) (FEMA 2009, 2012) to estimate damages and losses resulted from natural hazards including winds, earthquakes, and floods. HAZUS has been widely used by the government for resilience and sustainability analysis and by insurance companies to estimate insurance payments. For example, the HAZUS Hurricane Model (hurricane loss estimation methodology) uses hurricane fragility curves to estimate potential losses by hurricanes. Users anticipate the damages for future hurricanes. Along with the GIS database attached to HAZUS, users can estimate the economic and social losses for any small or large geographic areas for future hurricane hazards. Although the HAZUS Hurricane Model addresses only hurricanes, its application can be extended to other damaging winds such as tornadoes, thunderstorms, extratropical storms, and hailstorms.

Blast is another important hazard that induces significant damages to civil structures especially residential buildings. However, studies regarding civil structures against practical explosion are limited, especially for wood residential buildings, because there is not much available information regarding practical blast hazards and their resulted damages. Stewart and Netherton (2008) carried out the probabilistic risk assessment of glazing subject to explosive blast loading. Abdollahzadeh and Nemati (2014) explored the effects of the direct blast (e.g., a pack portable bomb attacking the city by terrorists) on life losses and injuries, structural collapse, debris impact, fire, and smoke. The blast fragility was estimated by a simulation procedure that generated possible blast configuration, and finally, a kinematic plastic limit analysis was used to verify the structural stability under gravity loading. Fulvio (2015) evaluated the blast fragility of reinforced concrete columns for two classes of European residential buildings based on two different codes, i.e., traditional and earthquake resistant codes. It was concluded that blast fragility surfaces and probabilistic pressure-impulse diagrams could be used for quantitative risk analysis. Faghihmaleki et al. (2017) proposed a probabilistic framework for blast threats in the seismic risk of the RC moment frame with the shear wall structure. The blast fragility was calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation procedure for generating blast scenarios. Yu et al. (2018) generated fragility curves for RC columns by taking the parameter uncertainties in materials, dimensions, and bearded loads into account under blast loads by the deterministic nonlinear analytical approach. The fragility curves were developed using the Monte Carlo simulation. The damages of a typical RC column under blast loads were assessed with the developed fragility curves. These studies are neither about wood residential buildings (the dominant residential building type in the US) nor using empirical data, therefore there is a strong need for an empirical blast fragility analysis for wood residential buildings.

A practical explosion occurred at a fertilizer plant in the town of West, Texas, on April 17, 2013, devastating a populated neighborhood. There have been many studies regarding this practical blast hazard published to date. However, most of the studies focused on the cause of the explosion and government regulations. For example, Yonekawa et al. (2014) analyzed the ocular blast injuries in the West explosion and proposed some safety suggestions, such as staying away from windows during disasters, having first responders use rigid eye shields, and keeping reliable communications. Jennings and Matthiessen (2015) reported that the West explosion triggered efforts by the federal government to improve their coordination with local governments and federal agencies updating policies, regulations, and standards and to pay attention to the safety work practice. Laboureur et al. (2016) identified gaps between the West explosion and the current regulations, then recommended emergency response procedures and provided suggestions for modifying the current regulations to prevent or minimize future losses. Babrauskas (2016, 2017) and Davis et al. (2017) pointed out that untrained fertilizer mill personnel caused this ammonium nitrate (AN) explosions at West, Texas, although several federal and state agencies have made regulations to train personnel in the use of AN. The explosions of the AN fertilizer in storage caused uncontrollable fires. The disaster could be prevented if the potential for the uncontrolled fire was effectively eliminated by implementing fertilizer formulations to reduce uncontrolled fire possibility and adopting building safety measures against uncontrolled fires. Han et al. (2016) indicated that there is a great need to investigate the safer use of AN fertilizers and their alternatives. Han et al. (2017) further discussed the possible physical and chemical reaction between water and AN stock in fires and questioned if the water addition favored the conditions for an explosion, therefore calling for further studies aiming at an optimal procedure for AN fertilizer fires.

However, there are limited studies discussing the structural damages caused by the West explosion. Huang et al. (2016) documented the building damages caused by the West explosion, evaluated the damaged construction and building materials, and calculated the airblast incident overpressures. Dai et al. (2016) further analyzed the ground shock–induced building damages for the West explosion and calculated ground vibration peak particle velocities (PPVs). It was found that the damages of both wood light-frame buildings and engineered buildings were caused primarily by the air-blast incident overpressure and secondarily by the ground shock.

This study constructed empirical blast fragility curves for wood residential buildings from the real West explosion data.
The proposed empirical blast fragility curve construction procedure can be adopted by researchers for other cases. The developed blast fragility curves in this study can provide structural engineers and researchers with fundamental information for the risk analysis of residential buildings against blast hazards, and provide government agencies with a tool to predict future blast risks.

**Blast Hazard Intensity Measure: Air-Blast Incident Overpressure**

The air-blast incident overpressure is selected as the blast hazard intensity measure in this study. The air-blast incident overpressure depicts the prompt energy release over the short time period of a blast, which measures the air-blast pressure shockwave moving away from the site of the blast (Baker et al. 1983). The positive overpressure is the difference between the blast pressure and ambient pressure at the given time after blast occurs. The pressure increases instantaneously from ambient pressure due to the explosion, resulting in the maximum positive incident overpressure (Baker et al. 1983).

Several methods are currently available to calculate the air-blast incident overpressure, \( p_s \), on the envelope of civil structures can be calculated using a scaling law, which is a function of the dimensional distance parameter (scaled distance) \( z \)

\[
p_s = \frac{2}{z^2} \tag{1}
\]

The calculated \( p_s \) is in megapascals. The scaled distance \( z \) can be calculated as

\[
z = \frac{R}{W^2} \tag{2}
\]

where \( R \) = actual effective standoff distance from the explosion center (m); and \( W \) = equivalent trinitrotoluene (TNT) mass of the explosive (kg).

**Table 1. Damage states of Huang et al. (2016) versus HAZUS Hurricane Model (FEMA 2012)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Damage state</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Damage description(^a)</th>
<th>Damage description(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Minor damage</td>
<td>Typical window glass breakage; large and small windows shattered; occasional damage to window frames; minor damage to house surfaces</td>
<td>&gt;2% and ( \leq 15% ) roof cover failure; one window, door, or garage door failure; less than 5 missile impacts on walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repairable moderate damage</td>
<td>Moderate damage to roof (small deflections, large size, or amount of shingle torn-offs); moderate damage to brick façade (small areas of collapse and cracks) and wall panels (small holes on wood panel, metal panel failure, and buckling)</td>
<td>&gt;15% and ( \leq 50% ) roof cover failure; greater than one and less than or equal to the larger of 20% and three window, door, or garage door failures; 1–3 roof panel failures; typical 5–10 missile impacts on walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hazardous severe damage</td>
<td>Severe roof surface damage (holes and large deflections), severe wall surface damage (large area of façade collapse and large holes on wood panels), some structural member damage</td>
<td>&gt;50% roof cover failure; greater than the larger of 20% and 3 and ( \leq 50% ) window, door, or garage door failure; greater than 3 and ( \leq 25% ) roof panel failures; Typical 10–20 missile impacts on walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Destructive failure</td>
<td>Collapse of roofs and walls, failures of structural members</td>
<td>Typical &gt;50% roof cover failure; &gt;50% window, door, or garage door failure; &gt;25% roof panel failure; typical &gt;20 impacts missile impacts on walls; wall structure failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Data from Huang et al. (2016).

\(^b\)Data from FEMA (2012).
damage scales, i.e., minor damage (DS1), repairable moderate damage (DS2), hazardous severe damage (DS3), and destructive failure (DS4). More detailed damage state description can be found in Huang et al. (2016).

Fig. 1 compares Damage states DS1 through DS4 defined in the HAZUS Hurricane Model and Huang et al. (2016). Based on the comparison of damage pictures in Fig. 1 and the damage state descriptions in Table 1, it was obvious that Huang et al. (2016)'s rating system classified more serious damages for almost all damage states. For example, Damage state DS2 (minor damage) in Huang et al. (2016) included a wide variety of glass breakages and minor damages to house surfaces, but it only included one window failure and very tiny missile impacts on walls in the HAZUS Hurricane Model. Similarly, Damage state DS4 (hazardous severe damage) in Huang et al. (2016) includes some structural member damage, but in the HAZUS Hurricane Model it does not.

**Geodatabase for West Fertilizer Plant Explosion**

The geospatial information (standoff distances from the explosion center) for each building was needed to calculate the air-blast effects. The geodatabase contains the standoff distances for each building, which are crucial for understanding the extent of the damage caused by the explosion. The standoff distances are essential for assessing the impact of the explosion on the surrounding environment and for determining the necessary safety and recovery measures. Fig. 1 illustrates the damage states DS1 through DS4 as defined in the HAZUS Hurricane Model (FEMA 2012) and in Huang et al. (2016). The images in Fig. 1 compare the damage states defined in the two models, highlighting the differences in the classification of damage severity.
incident overpressure (the blast hazard intensity) described in section “Blast Hazard Intensity Measure: Air-Blast Incident Overpressure.” Therefore, to better document the data and effectively conduct calculations, an ArcMap geodatabase for the damaged residential buildings for the West fertilizer plant explosion case was created in this study.

ArcMap is a popular tool used to present and edit geospatial information and create digital maps. ArcMap is a component of ArcGIS, which consists of many other applications, such as ArcCatalog, ArcToolbox, ArcScene, ArcGlobe, and ArcGIS Pro. ArcGIS has been used for fragility analysis in previous research. For example, Yao and Xie (2016) evaluated the ecological fragility of a village-township level using the ArcGIS version 9.2 for a mountainous area of southern China, which proposed development strategies for rural spatial restructuring based on landscape security pattern construction as well as a model of rural residential land expansion.

The ArcMap geodatabase created in this study included five important types of data marked on digital maps: (1) geospatial data of the damaged wood light-frame residential buildings for the West fertilizer plant explosion case; (2) geospatial data of the explosion center of the West fertilizer plant explosion; (3) building damage pictures and descriptions inputted as tributary tables for each damaged wood light-frame residential building; (4) damage state information (DS1 through DS4) for each damaged wood light-frame residential building, based on both the HAZUS Hurricane Model and Huang et al. (2016) rating systems; and (5) ArcMap-calculated standoff distances of each damaged building to the explosion center.

Fig. 2(a) demonstrates an ArcMap geodatabase feature class created in this study based on the HAZUS Hurricane Model rating system. Among the 72 damaged wood light-frame residential buildings marked on the map, 0%, 5.5%, 15.5%, and 79.0% were categorized as Damage states DS1 through DS4, respectively. The ArcMap geodatabase feature class shown in Fig. 2(b) was based on the Huang et al. (2016) rating system. It shows that the damaged building counts with Damage states DS1 through DS4 are 45.1%, 29.6%, 18.3%, and 7.0%, respectively.

Empirical Fragility Curve Construction for the West Fertilizer Plant Explosion

Empirical fragility curves were developed for the West fertilizer plant explosion case in this study. The development processes included five key steps: (1) prediction of incident overpressure; (2) damage state classification; (3) determination of damage state frequency distribution; (4) testing for log-normality of fragility relationships; and (5) construction of empirical fragility curves.

Step 1: By assuming TNT-equivalent mass in Section “Blast Hazard Intensity Measure: Air-Blast Incident Overpressure,” the air-blast incident overpressure \( p_i \) for each of the 72 documented damaged wood residential buildings in the West fertilizer plant explosion was calculated according to both the Held (1983) method and the Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC 2008) method with the standoff distances automatically calculated in the ArcMap geodatabase presented in Fig. 2.

Step 2: The damage state (DS1 through DS4) of each of the 72 documented damaged wood residential buildings in the West fertilizer plant explosion was classified according to Huang et al. (2016) and HAZUS Hurricane Model (FEMA 2012) rating systems as shown in the ArcMap geodatabase in Fig. 2.

Step 3: The frequency distributions of damaged building counts for each damage state (DS1 through DS4) was determined according to Huang et al. (2016) and HAZUS Hurricane Model rating systems. Figs. 3 and 4 show the histograms of the damaged wood residential building counts at different damage states versus the air-blast incident overpressure \( p_i \) for the West fertilizer plant explosion case using Huang et al. (2016) and HAZUS Hurricane Model rating systems, respectively. The bin ranges for the \( p_i \) in Figs. 3 and 4 are selected based on the theoretical values given in Huang et al. (2016). The bar heights in Figs. 3 and 4 represent the field-investigated number of damaged buildings at each damage state (DS1–DS4). For example, in the \( p_i \) range of 6.89–13.79 kPa, theoretically all the building damages should be DS2 (moderate damage) level based on Table 1. However, the field investigation showed that, in this range, three buildings have DS1 damage, 20 have DS2 damage, and six have DS3 damages. This is why the fragility analysis is needed.

As shown in Fig. 4, when the HAZUS Hurricane Model rating system is applied, only three damage states (DS2 through DS4) were obtained and most damaged buildings belonged to DS4 (79% of the total damaged buildings) for the West fertilizer plant explosion case. A distribution with no DS1 and a very high percentage of DS4 may cause problems for goodness-of-fit tests for fragility curves. It was suggested that the damage state rating system for hazardous wind could be ineffective for the blast hazard analysis.

Step 4: The fragility relationships between the blast damage states and the air-blast incident overpressure was proven to be a cumulative lognormal distribution function. The most commonly used probability distribution to describe the post-hazard building damage states is the lognormal distribution (FEMA 2012; Jeong and Elnashai 2007; Khalfan et al. 2016). For example, Khalfan et al. (2016) used the cumulative lognormal distribution to describe the fragility relationships between the damage states and PGA for earthquake hazards. HAZUS Hurricane Model (FEMA 2012) used the cumulative lognormal distribution to describe the fragility relationships between the damage states and the wind speed for hurricane hazards. Therefore, this study assumed that the fragility relationships between the blast damage states and the air-blast incident overpressure are a cumulative lognormal distribution function.

The cumulative lognormal distribution function can be written as

\[
F_x(D \geq d_j | w_i) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 + erf\left( \frac{\ln (p_i - \mu_i)}{\sigma_i \sqrt{2}} \right) \right]
\]

where \( F_x \) is the probability of a damage state; \( D \) is a damage state equal to or greater than the \( j \)th damage state, \( d_j \), given an air-blast incident overpressure, \( p_i \); \( \theta(*) \) = standard normal cumulative distribution function; \( \mu_i \) and \( \sigma_i \) = logarithmic mean and standard deviation of the \( j \)th damage state; \( erf = \) Gauss error function; and \( erfc = \) complementary error function. There could be associated threshold levels for a given air-blast incident overpressure resulting in separate fragility curves for each damage state.

To validate that the fragility relationship between the blast damage states and the air-blast incident overpressure is a lognormal distribution, the statistics software SPSS Statistics 25 was used to examine the fitness of determined data with the lognormal curve. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS) (Lilliefors 1969) and the Shapiro-Wilk (SW) test were used to check if the damage data fit lognormal curves. The hypothesis was that the distribution of determined data is not significantly different from a lognormal distribution at a significant level of \( \alpha = 0.05 \). The test results are presented in Table 2. Because all the KS and SW significance values in Table 2 are greater than \( \alpha = 0.05 \), except the KS significance value for H-Data 4 using Method 1 for \( p_i \), the hypothesis is accepted. The distributions were validated to be lognormal. The exception of
H-Data 4 using Method 1 for \( p_s \) may be caused by the small data sample size for that group (only four data values).

Step 5: The empirical fragility curves for the West fertilizer plant explosion case were successfully constructed by the cumulative lognormal distribution function. When performing the cumulative lognormal regression, the probability of each damage state was calculated by dividing the number of buildings being considered. The cumulative probability was then calculated by adding all the probabilities of damage states from the highest damage scale to the damage scale of interest, representing the probability of reaching or exceeding a damage scale at a given air-blast incident overpressure. The cumulative probability values were then fitted with a lognormal fragility function as shown in Eq. (3). A cumulative lognormal curve-fitting program was developed in this study to examine the efficiency and accuracy of the developed curves. The coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) was computed.

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the resulted fragility curves obtained based on Huang et al. (2016) rating system, as a function of the air-blast incident overpressure \( p_s \). In these figures, the curves marked as H-State 1 through H-State 4 represent the resulted fragility curves for Damage states DS1 through DS4, respectively, and the points marked as H-Data 1 to H-Data 4 represent the field investigated building damage data for Damage states DS1 through DS4, respectively. The “H” designation represented the Huang et al. (2016) rating system. The air-blast incident overpressure \( p_s \) was calculated by the Held (1983) method in Fig. 5 and the UFC (2008) method in Fig. 6. As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, Damage state DS1 (minor damage) mostly occurs when the air-blast incident
overpressure $p_s$ was less than 10 kPa. As the $p_s$ increased, the severity of the building damage increased. Damage state DS2 (moderate damage) mostly occurred when $p_s$ was in the range of 5–15 kPa; the Damage state DS3 (severe damage) mostly occurred when $p_s$ was in the range of 10–20 kPa; and the Damage state DS4 (destructive failure) mostly occurred when $p_s$ was more than 15 kPa. In addition, the shapes and values of the result fragility curves in Figs. 5 and 6 are quite similar for Damage states DS1–DS3. For example, when $p_s$ equals to 10 kPa, Fig. 5 shows that the probabilities of exceedance for DS1 through DS4 are 99%, 73%, 8%, and 0%; and Fig. 6 shows that these probabilities are 96%, 72%, 8%, and 0%. The mean and standard deviation for each curve are presented in Table 2 for comparison. Researchers and users can decide which set of proposed blast fragility curves (Fig. 5 or 6) to use based on their application practice. The Held (1983) $p_s$ calculation method matches the field investigated data better for the West fertilizer plant explosion case. However, the UFC (2008) method is a design provision method, which is more popularly accepted.

Similarly, Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrate the resulted fragility curves expressing the probability of wood residential buildings in this study reaching or exceeding each of the four damage states based on the HAZUS Hurricane Mode (FEMA 2012) rating system, as a function of the air-blast incident overpressure $p_s$. In these figures, the curves marked as F-State 1 through F-State 4 represent the resulted fragility curves for Damage states DS1 through DS4, respectively, and the points marked as F-Data 1 to F-Data 4 represent the field investigated building damage data for Damage states DS1 through DS4, respectively. The “F” designation represents the FEMA (2012) rating system. The air-blast incident overpressure $p_s$ was calculated by the Held (1983) method in Fig. 7 and the UFC (2008) method in Fig. 8. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, only three fragility curves, namely, F-State 2, F-State 3 and F-State 4, are shown because no building was classified as Damage state DS1 (minor damage) when using the HAZUS Hurricane Mode (FEMA 2012) rating system. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the field investigated damage data was much more scattered than that in Figs. 5 and 6. For example, Damage state DS4 (destruction damage) mostly occurred when the $p_s$ was in the range of 2.6–36 kPa as shown in Fig. 7 and in the range of 4–20 kPa as shown in Fig. 8. The more scattered fragility curves obtained from HAZUS suggest that the Huang et al. damage rating system is more appropriate in case of blast hazard. Therefore, the rating system of Huang et al. (2016) was recommended for the future blast fragility curve construction, and the blast fragility curves in Figs. 5 and 6 are recommended to be used for future prediction of blast fragility.

Table 3 lists the coefficients of determination ($R^2$) values for the resulted fragility curves developed in this study. As shown in Table 3, all the $R^2$ values were acceptable (large numbers close to 1) except for one curve (H-Data 4, Method 1). The unacceptable $R^2$ value (0.487) could be caused by the small sample size for that specific case (only five samples).

Potential users of the proposed blast fragility curves include the following: (1) local government officials, to predict damages of residential buildings in villages, towns, and neighborhoods close to a potential explosion source; (2) local government officials,
to determine the optimum locations and operational capacities of emergency facilities such as fire stations, emergency centers, and police stations; (3) emergency response teams, to plan and perform emergency response exercises for potential explosions; and (4) federal and state government officials, to estimate total economic losses due to potential explosions, both short- and long-term, to help plan the social, physical, and economic resilience of the communities following explosions.

Conclusion and Future Research

This study developed empirical blast fragility curves for wood residential buildings using the cumulative lognormal distribution function and the real 2013 West fertilizer plant explosion data. A detailed five-step procedure was proposed to help researchers construct empirical blast fragility curves. While classifying the damage states for the fragility curves during the procedure, the Huang et al. (2016) rating system is recommended, while the HAZUS Hurricane model (FEMA 2012) rating system is not recommended for use. The resultant blast fragility curves of this study can be used to estimate the building damage risks for future explosions and can also provide structural engineers and researchers with fundamental information against blast risks and potential blast design criteria. However, users should keep in mind the limitations of the developed blast fragility curves, which can be only used to estimate losses being considered as an average of a group of similar buildings.

Fig. 5. West fertilizer plant explosion fragility curves of damaged wood residential buildings. Damage states by Huang et al. (2016) and $p_s$ by Held (1983).

Fig. 6. West fertilizer plant explosion fragility curves of damaged wood residential buildings. Damage states by Huang et al. (2016) and $p_s$ by UFC (2008).
In many cases, enormously different damages and losses could occur on individual buildings during an explosion. The blast fragility curve construction is only part of the blast risk assessment procedure. The whole blast risk assessment study for the West fertilizer plant explosion is still considered as a work in progress. Future work may include research and development of more advanced data analytics techniques (e.g., machine learning, deep learning) across heterogeneous, multimedia data. Some of these techniques may only be practical within a virtual information fabric. To explore these issues, the research team is collaborating on the National Science Foundation (NSF)-funded Virtual Information-Fabric Infrastructure (VIFI) for Data-Driven Decisions project (Talukder et al. 2017). Traditional data fabrics require distributed data to be moved to a central location for analysis. When data is
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**Fig. 7.** West fertilizer plant explosion fragility curves of damaged wood residential buildings. Damage state by HAZUS Hurricane Model and \( p_s \) by Held (1983).
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**Fig. 8.** West fertilizer plant explosion fragility curves of damaged wood residential buildings. Damage state by HAZUS Hurricane Model and \( p_s \) by UFC (2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Correlation ( R^2 )^a</th>
<th>Correlation ( R^2 )^b</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-Data 1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>Using the classification method of Huang et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Data 2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Data 3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Data 4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Data 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>Using classification method of FEMA (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Data 3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Data 4</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.9783</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aRegression \( R^2 \) based on Method 1, i.e., \( p_s \) calculated by the equation in Held (1983).

^bRegression \( R^2 \) based on Method 2, i.e., \( p_s \) calculated by the map in UFC (2008).
large, transfer costs can be prohibitive; when data is unshareable, the analysis may be completely unfeasible. Given these challenges, the research team is exploring novel approaches for deploying analytical methods (such as the fragility curve analysis) within what the team described as virtual information fabrics. Within a virtual information fabric (Fig. 9), fragility curve analytics are encapsulated inside reusable, lightweight processing units that can be seamlessly deployed and executed in a distributed fashion. As new data are collected and linked to the virtual information fabric, new analytics can be explored. For example, in the context of this study, the research team conceives of situations that require a more dynamic application of fragility curves as new structures are constructed, existing structures are modified, and spatial properties change. Moreover, the team sees the potential benefits of integrating fragility curves with additional data and analytics to provide better assessments to structural engineers, architects, urban planners, first responders, and policy makers.
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Fig. 9. Traditional information fabrics versus virtual information fabrics.